MULTI-FUNCTION FLASHLIGHT
ALUMINUM w/COB WORKLIGHT
MODEL TLP-1

Light source: CREE 5W LED(head)+2W COB(side)
Output: 400 Lumen's (high)
Light mode: High-Low -COB-OFF (soft press also can change mode)
Lighting time: approx. 5 hours
Battery: 4xAAA (included)
Size: 6.5” x 1.5”
Weight: 0.5 LBS
With strong magnet on tail-cap

RECHARGEABLE
MODEL TLP-1X

Light source: CREE Rechargeable 6W LED(head)+2W COB(side)
Output: 600 Lumen’s (high)
Light mode: High-Low -COB-Off
Lighting time: Approx. 5 hours
Battery: Lithium 18650 (included)
Size: 6.5” x 1.5”
Weight: 0.5 LBS
With strong magnet on tail-cap

3 Year Warranty
MIGHTY-MITE™
MODEL TLP-2
RUGGED, WATERPROOF
RECHARGEABLE 5-FUNCTION
POCKET/HAT CLIP FLASHLIGHT

SIZE: 3” X 1”

LITHIUM BATTERY OPERATED
POWERFUL CREE XM LED
POWER: 600 LUMENS
4 ILLUMINATION SETTINGS (PLUS STROBE)
RUN TIME: 1-2 HOURS (HI ~ LOW SETTING)
RUGGED WATERPROOF DESIGN
MAGNETIC TAIL CAP
STRONG POCKET / HAT CLIP
LITHIUM 16340 (700 mAh) BATTERY INCLUDED

HANDY-LAMP™
MODEL TLP-3
BATTERY OPERATED
COB DESIGN WORK-LIGHT
POWER: 240 LUMENS
RUN TIME: 8-9 HOURS
SIZE: 8” x 2” x 3/4” L/W/H
3 STRONG REAR MAGNETS
STOW-AWAY ROTATING HOOK
INCLUDES 4 X AA BATTERIES

3 Year Limited Warranty

1-877-874-3744
www.triton-signal.com
CHUCK-LAMP™ “Chuck it in yer truck”
MODEL TLP-4

RUGGED, LITHIUM-POWERED PORTABLE, RECHARGEABLE 3-HOUR WORKLAMP.
Featuring a high intensity 600 lumens flood beam with three operating modes (100% intensity, 30% intensity and an attention-demanding warning flashing mode).

The long-life, lithium rechargeable battery allows the work-lamp to be operated for 3 hours per charge. A cigarette lighter socket and USB charging lead are included.

FOLDS DOWN AND STOWS NEATLY

TOTE-LAMP™
MODEL TLP-6

RUGGED, LITHIUM-POWERED PORTABLE, RECHARGEABLE WORKLAMP WITH POWERFUL MAGNETIC BASE
Featuring a high intensity 650 lumen flood beam with three operating modes (100% intensity, 30% intensity and an attention-demanding S.O.S pulsing mode).

The long-life, lithium rechargeable battery allows the work-lamp to be operated for 3 hours per charge. A cigarette lighter socket, USB charging lead and an AC adapter are included.

NEODYMIUM SUPER-MAGNETS

Triton 3 Year Limited Warranty.

1-877-874-3744

www.triton-signal.com
MODEL TLP-40MX
MAGNETIC WORKLAMP

RUGGED - PORTABLE
4,000 LUMENS
MAGNETIC WORKLAMP

LAMP SIZE: 6” x 4” x 3.5” (W/H/D)

FEATURES
• FEATURING A RUGGED ALLOY BODY
• STRONG MAGNETIC-BASE
• BUILT-IN POWER SWITCH ON LAMP
• QUALITY SILICONE 20FT COILED CABLE
• POWDER COATED ALLOY BODY
• WATERPROOF AND SHOCKPROOF
• IMPACT-PROOF POLYCARBONATE LENS
• 12 OR 24 VOLTS OPERATION
• FOLDING HANDLE & ROTATING HEAD
• 8 X 5 WATT CREE XP LED’S
• BRIGHT 4,000 LUMENS OUTPUT
• HIGH-INTENSITY 40 WATT FLOOD LAMP

IDEALLY SUITED FOR:
UTILITY TRUCKS
SEMI TRUCK & TRAILER OPERATIONS
EMERGENCY STORM OUTAGES
BOAT AND RV
AGRICULTURAL APPLICATIONS
CAMPERS AND HUNTERS

Triton 5 Year Limited Warranty

1-877-874-3744 www.triton-signal.com